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Celebrating Halloween—the greatest play day of the year!
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Editor’s 
Column

Comments, opinions, suggestions, story ideas . . . we’d love to hear from you!

Contact us by email at info@halloweenalliance.com 
or contact us the old fashioned way at: 

Global Halloween Alliance
1228 Dewey Avenue

Evanston, IL 60202-1123
ph: 847.328.3605; fax: 847.328.7841

Visit our web site at www.hallowweenalliance.com

The mission of Global Halloween Alliance, based in Evanston, IL, 

is to:

• provide a network for Halloween lovers;

• promote a positive view of Halloween, a time when fantasy and 

festival come together to create the greatest play day of the year;

• educate the public about historical and contemporary celebrations of

Halloween; and

• engage in activities that elevate Halloween to the status of a 

national holiday.

Rochelle Santopoalo, editor/publisher of HallowZeen, received her
Ph.D. in Human & Organizational Systems from The Fielding
Institute in Santa Barbara, California. Her dissertation, entitled
“Hallowe’en: Play Time for Adults,” explored the story of yard
haunters across America. 
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Halloween has always been a controversial holiday. From its begin-

nings as a pagan holiday to contemporary celebrations, myths and

urban legends surrounding Halloween persist. Our feature article by

Lesley Bannatyne, “Halloween Myths & Monsters” (see p. 9)

addresses some of the more common misconceptions surrounding

Halloween with the hope of laying them—finally—to rest.

Art and Halloween are a perfect match as you’ll see in “Carthedral:

What Dreams May Come” (p. 2) by our resident Queen of Quirk,

Dusti Lewars-Poole. Rebecca Caldwell’s ‘art car’ has to be seen to be

believed!

The promise of seeing into the future—referred to as ‘divination’—

has long been a fascination of fans of Halloween. Collector and

author Dawn Kroma tells us about the more popular divination games

and related items in “The Mystic Fortune Telling of Halloween” (p.

4). Little Bernice (p. 4 and 6) helps show us how fortune telling at

Halloween is alive and well among today’s young fans.

The Halloween Postal Stamp Campaign began on Friday, August

13, 1999 in Salem, MA during the 1st Global Halloween

Convergence. As we enter into the fifth year of the campaign, we

hope each of our readers will join us in petitioning the United States

Postal Service to issue a Halloween stamp. Simply forward your com-

pleted letter (p. 18) to the address listed. We remain committed and

will persevere until our mission is complete!

Happy Halloween!
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er no part of this publication may be altered, rewritten, repackaged or titled
under any other name without the express written permission from the publisher. 
© 2003 Global Halloween Alliance, all rights reserved.



If cars dream, their gas-driven minds may just
dream of Carthedral.

The creation of Rebecca Caldwell, Carthedral
started life as a 1971 Cadillac hearse that, in
1999, Rebecca started changing into what is
known as an “art car”—a vehicle permanently,
artistically changed.

Tailfins from a 1959 Cadillac were attached to
Carthedral, followed quickly by the body of a
VW beetle which replaced the vehicle’s original
roof and allows a person to stand up inside the
car. Gargoyles, spires and stained glass windows
have transformed the ordinary into a mobile
gothic cathedral that is awe-inspiring, almost
daunting to see.

And, really, these words don’t do Carthedral
justice.

Imagine the art of Antoni Gaudi or Zdzilaw
Beksinski reflected in metal. Think of the
mechanical creations of Mad Max 2: The Road
Warriors brought to a physical life. One looks at
Carthedral and can envision a world where
churches are transportable, and a passion for art
is realized with a welding torch.

Rebecca’s life seems intimately connected to
her creation. She lives in Carthedral, calling it
more a mobile home than a commuter vehicle. It
is her imagination that has caused the car to
become what is, and her hands that have wrought
the physical changes. She takes pride in the fact
that she alone is responsible for her art car, and
she takes Carthedral to various events on the
west coast—the Burning Man Festival, Art Car
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FFAASSTT FFAACCTTSS
Height: 12’10”

Weight: 7500lbs
Speeds Capable: Generally driven at 65mph.

Gas mileage: 11 miles to the gallon.
Is it legal to drive? Yes.

Is it finished? No. 

visit Carthedral at www.carthedral.com

(Above, Lower right) Rebecca Caldwell with her “art car”—Carthedral.
Photos © Harrod Blank 2000 



Fests, Halloween functions and private parties have all been
graced with the presence of creator and created.

Being stuck on the East Coast, I’ve not had the chance to per-
sonally meet Rebecca, or see her car in person. Images of the
two together reveal a passion for art, and a connection between
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them that whispers of powerful emotion. But to only be able to
see Carthedral is to miss out on part of its artistic appeal, as
Rebecca has gone to great lengths to affect as many senses with
Carthedral as possible. The car is equipped with an external
sound system. The stained glass windows, made of glass shat-
tered by a hammer and pieced back together again using a
mosaic-like technique, are punctuated and outlined with various
low-level lighting to emphasize and outline the art depicted on
the panes. Textures deliberately adorn the art car’s sides, invit-
ing people to touch, caress the flat black metal. In a lesser cre-
ation, all that’s been incorporated into Carthedral might be over-
whelming or ugly—and, indeed, Rebecca’s received such nega-
tive bits of feedback in the past.

But I think that, in the end, one must approach art such as
what Rebecca has wrought with an open mind, and perhaps an
open hand. She is speaking to us of a celebration of darkness
and flaws, wild imagination and a quiet firm flaunting of the tra-
ditional ideas of what cars and women and art should be able to
accomplish.

There are, ultimately, no accepted boundaries in what has
become Carthedral.

I can’t think of a better dream to indulge in.

Contributed by Dusti Lewars-Poole

(Upper left) Detail of catacombs 
(Above) Detail of rear portal. 
Photos by Rebecca Caldwell

(Lower left) Rebecca and Bella in the back of Carthedral
with light coming through the stained glass.

(Photo by Steffanos X)



Today, we do not have as much emphasis placed on fortune
telling with the celebration of Halloween as once was the case.
In the beginnings of the holiday in this country, fortune telling
was one of the most important events. There weren’t parties and
parades or costumes and trick or treating, but many a girl in the
late 1800’s and turn of the 1900’s would be sitting in her parlor
dropping a hazel nut in the coals of her fire that she has named
for the one she loves. If it burns completely to ashes, he would
be her true love. 

There were many Halloween charms practiced and they all
dealt with romanticism and finding ones future mate. Some
were quite odd, such as going out at midnight and pulling kale
by the roots; if it came up by its roots complete than your love
was true and you would marry. Others are somewhat familiar to
us, a woman looking into a mirror at midnight expecting to see
the face of her love. (Remember the baby boomer version of
this, a slightly twisted variety? Bloody Mary?) Many of these
charms are illustrated in antique Halloween postcards.

In the 1910s and 1920s Halloween parties became the vogue.
Party games were now fashioned with the same goals in mind as
the old charms. In the 1912 book Games For Hallow-e’en by
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Mary E. Blain one such game is the Dough Test. Take water and
flour and make dough, write on slips of paper names of several
opposite friends; roll papers into balls of dough and drop them
into water. First names to appear will be future husband or wife.

Also around the turn of the century there was great interest in
Spiritualism and although most games were still focused on love
and marriage, fortune telling items and games not strictly
“Halloween” became popular. Surely, these too were used at
Halloween. Many party guides of the era, such as the Dennison
Bogie Book, suggest having someone perform as a gypsy, or
crone and read the tarot.

Today many Halloween collectors also collect all sorts of for-
tune telling items. One of the most coveted is the Sybil Fortune
Telling Doll, seen here in her original turn of the century com-
position version and in her 1930s cardboard litho version.

Other very popular collected fortune telling games are differ-
ent versions of the Fortune Teller as seen here. The first was
from the turn of the century, the last, The Fortune Teller from
the 1930s.

➥ 5
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(Above) Various fortune telling games and tarot decks

(Right) Turn of the century postcard depicting divination

Early Sybil Fortune Telling Witch, 
Teeleaf Fortune Telling Tray, and 1930s Sybil

Two framed and two boxed sets of cake 
charms and Fortunes by the Luminous Cat

(Below, left) 1920s Witch of Endor Game, 1900s The 
Fortune Teller, and 1930s The Gypsy Fortune Teller

(Below, right) What the Stars Say, Fantel (and I Ching 
style game), two different pocket fortune tellers similar to the

Magic 8 ball, the fortune telling top, and 3 punchboards
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(Left and below) Turn of the century postcards depicting love charms
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In the 1930s cake charms became popular. You can still buys
these at some party or novelty stores today. The idea is that you
bake these into a cake, and when a guest finds a particular
charm in his piece he checks it against the list of fortunes to see
what lays ahead for him.

Other popular party fortune telling games were Halloween
“punchboards.” These were cardboard pieces with many holes.
These holes were filled with tightly rolled scrolls of fortunes
and covered by a decorative paper front and a paper back. A
metal peg was provided so you could punch the fortune through
the paper.

Spinner fortune games in which one would use a spinner to
point to ones fortune were also popular. In one version the spin-
ner may point to a symbol that would correspond to an accom-
panying chart or directly to the fortune. In other versions the
player may be required to do a stunt in order to get his fortune,
thereby making the game more entertaining. Some of these spin-
ner type games were Fortune By the Luminous Cat, Whirl-O,
and Spin-O-Rama. Two other interesting versions are a metal
spinning fortune top and a metal disc that spins to reveal a win-
dow with a fortune underneath. This Halloween fortune game is
called “What the Stars Say.”

Most of these games remained popular through the early
1950s and then seemed to lose favor, bowing to a more sanitized
Halloween. The new era of Halloween party played more musi-
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(Above) The Mystic Wanderer; (Below) Turn of the century postcard illustrates the promise of predicting one’s mate on Halloween
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cal chairs and telephone, listened to a spooky story, or played
the Grand Prize game. 

Today’s party goers are once again enjoying the fun and mys-
ticism of fortune telling. They bring their Ouija boards out,
bring along a deck of tarot cards, perhaps the hostess bakes a
cake with the charms in it or invites a psychic to foretell the
future. Halloween collectors eagerly seek fortune telling items
and Halloween games for their collections, some antique fortune
telling games are extremely valuable. An antique McLoughlin
Brothers lithographed fortune telling game, The Mystic
Wanderer, recently sold on eBay for $820.

Perhaps you will be wooed to the mystic side of our favorite
holiday. What is in the cards for you?

Contributed by Dawn Kroma
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Spin-o-rama by Beistle Co.

Hallowe’en Hilarity

This is the night o’ mystery,
When ghosts an’ witches may be seen;

Come all o’ ye an’ join the throngs
Who revels keep on Hallowe’en.



And secondly, what’s Satan’s connection
to Halloween?

Encyclopediaist J. Gordon Melton calls Satanism
“the world’s largest religion that does not exist.” The largest

organized Satanist-style cults such as the Church of Satan or the
Temple of Set (never more than a few hundred members in their
heyday) are now largely dormant, and Melton has discovered
that most practicing Satanic cults usually number three to five
people and last only a few months. There is no religious denom-
ination or even any cult today celebrates the Devil on
Halloween, not even so-called Satanists, since they don’t
acknowledge the existence of any higher power including Satan.
In addition, there are no confirmed statistics, court cases, or
studies to support the idea that serious Satanic cult crime even
exists (for a good study of Satanic cult activity in America
today, read Jeffrey Victor’s Satanic Panic). It turns out that most
of the devil-worshipping activity reported in the media is perpe-
trated by teenagers based on what they’ve read in church litera-
ture or seen in movies.

So how did Satan get tied to Halloween? Satan didn’t come
into the formula until the 14th through 17th centuries-loosely,
the time of the witch craze-when witches were thought to make
a pact with the Devil at their rituals. Fears of witchcraft and
Satanic rituals had abated with the Enlightenment, and by the
20th century, pointy black hats and red horns were simply part
of the fun of Halloween. But films like Rosemary’s Baby, The
Exorcist, and all the Halloween movies (among many, many

HHalloallowweeeenn
MyMytthshs
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“I hate Halloween,” exclaims an elderly caller on

an AM radio talk show in Maryland. “They should get
rid of it. Kids today are just destructive.”

“Halloween glorifies Satan,” warns a preacher on
national cable television. “Kids shouldn’t dress up as
devils, period.”

“I would never let my children go out trick or treating
alone,” confides a D.C.-area mom of her six year-old and
ten-year old. “I’d never forgive myself if something
happened.”

People hurl invectives at Halloween like bullets.
It’s dangerous. Bang. It’s Satanic. Bang. It’s commercial. Bang.
It’s too scary, too corrupted, too sanitized. Bang, bang, bang. 

But when people rail against Halloween, they don’t really
mean Halloween. What they usually mean is let’s get rid of van-
dalism, or begging, or slasher movies. (The actual holiday
serves a need so human we’ll probably still be celebrating when
the ice cap melts and we’re all trick or treating in powerboats.)
And the more popular Halloween gets, the more we hear about
the down side: razor blades in apples, black cat kidnappings,
Satanic rituals. What’s true, exaggerated, or just plain made-up?
Let’s turn on the light and see what’s a monster and what’s sim-
ply a coat tree casting a shadow on the wall.

Halloween Myths: True or False?
Halloween is a Holiday for Witches.

True.

Samhain (sow-en), celebrated on October 31st, is one of eight
major seasonal holidays marked by many contemporary witches
and neopagans.

Modern-day pagans use solstices and quarter days to mark
the turning points of the year. Samhain’s reserved for honoring
ancestors and remembering loved ones who’ve died, and for
acknowledging the cyclical nature of living and dying.

Although practices vary widely, most will gather for a ritual.

MMoonsnstteersrs

There’s nothing Satanic involved. Nor are there sacrifices,
invocations of evil, or naked orgies. The meeting place (be
it inside or out) would likely be lit with candles and jack-o-
lanterns, and decorated with harvest fruits and vegetables.
People would enter quietly and gather in a circle. There
might be a brief invocation of a goddess or god to provide
wisdom, or a guided visualization to help participants
understand the process of death and rebirth. Participants
might remember people in their lives who have died recent-
ly, express grief, and share memories. The ritual might
include some scrying (looking into the future) and conclude
with everyone dancing to the beat of a drum and chanting.
Samhain is a time of death—of the summer and the fields—
but within the frozen ground are beginnings of new life,
and the goddess will return at the appointed time. The earth
will green.

Satanic cults use Halloween to perform ritualistic crimes.

False.

There are two questions to address here. First, to what
extent do Satanic cults or ritualistic crimes really exist?

➥ 10



teenagers. Oftentimes, confusing the issue, journalists report
examples of animal abuse that have taken place at other times of
the year in articles about black cat abuse at Halloween. As a
result, the sense of a crisis exists where there are only unrelated,
isolated incidents, none of them involving ritual sacrifice by
Satanic cults, but rather cruelty and crimes committed by indi-
viduals.

The increased media, however, does give the shelters and
humane societies a chance to educate the public about pet safety.
For those who love and care for cats, saving even one life
makes any effort worthwhile.

Halloween Monsters
Zombies, Goblins and Ghouls 

Here’s a rundown on what makes a zombie
different from a ghoul or a goblin: a zombie,
via Haitian folklore, is a corpse who’s up
and about because a witch doctor has dug it
up and stolen its soul. A goblin, from French
folklore, plays pranks and steals wine—but

can also be slightly helpful. A ghoul, of Arabic
origin, eats corpses and, sometimes, young

children; it was once thought to be the terror of
the desert personified. These are all lower crea-

tures of world mythology. Now a ghost—that’s a different story.
A Gallup Poll taken around Halloween, 1999 found that roughly
one third of us say we believe in ghosts,
three times the number who admitted it
twenty years ago.

Ghosts

The first Halloween ghosts were per-
haps, as Ray Bradbury suggests in The
Halloween Tree, memories of our great
grandparents. It’s not hard to envision
ancient tribes camped around a Samhain
fire telling stories of heroes and battles,
strange encounters and unexplained
sights. As the night stretched on, we can
imagine how the tales grew more vivid,
the subjects more supernatural. There
would be talk of ghosts.

Although it makes poetic sense for
spectral activity to increase on Halloween,
most ghost investigators I’ve talked with
say it’s just not so. We humans may be
more aware of the spirit world on
Halloween, but the spirit world appears to
treat the holiday as just another night.

Vampires

As for vampires, they have no real folkloric tie to Halloween
other than as a favorite costume choice and a certain similarity
with the other undead characters of Halloween. 

Fascination with vampires crosses all age groups and
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others) have etched a more detailed, modern persona for the
Devil in our imaginations. When Hollywood started to mine
Halloween imagery for terror, churches become more vocal
about celebrating Halloween, and rumors of Satanic rituals grew
rampant.

It may simply be that Halloween’s symbols are incendiary. In
our image-based society, somewhere along the line we began to
confuse symbols of death with those of Hell. I suspect it’s
Hollywood, more than anything else, that helped put the hell in
Halloween.

Black cats are in danger on Halloween.

Rarely, but yes.

Over the past decade or so newspapers have run several sto-
ries about black cats being abducted and used in occult rites on

Halloween—there’ve been reports of mysterious animal bone
graveyards and satanic symbols drawn on and around

cats. What you don’t usually see is the terse fol-
low-up story, several weeks later and not
nearly on the front page, explaining that

no abduction occurred, or that the bones
were part of a known animal graveyard.

Around 1997, the American Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(ASPCA) instituted a better-safe-than-sorry poli-
cy and advised against the adoption of black
cats three days before and after Halloween. In

that year, the organization got suspicious when a woman adopt-
ed a black cat, but when the ASPCA made a follow-up call to
see how the cat was doing, the woman reported the cat was
dead. When ASPCA workers came to pick up the body, they dis-
covered she’d given a phony address. The investigation of the
case halted there. Was the cat harmed? Was it somehow related
to Halloween? We won’t ever know. But taking a proactive
approach seemed the Society’s safest choice.

As of 2001, the staff of the Humane Society of the United
States (HSUS) had not personally witnessed a case of black cat
abuse at Halloween (in fact, most shelters report no such cases).
It has, however, reported hearing stories, and so recommended
protection of black cats around Halloween.  

The threat is not all smoke and mirrors. There have been a
few, highly publicized incidents of black cat abuse around
Halloween—I was able to find and track a dozen reported inci-
dents between 1992 and 1999 (for comparison, in roughly the
same time period, an estimated 2500 dogs and cats had died or
suffered during air travel, according to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture). Upon further investigation, some cases turned out
to be unrelated to Halloween or black cats: two of the cats were
unharmed, only seven of the incidents involved black cats (as
opposed to brown cats or tabbies), and it’s difficult to document
how many happened on or near Halloween (either the shelters
had gone out of business or the staff could not remember). In
the only case that was prosecuted, the perpetrators were
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lifestyles, from the little boy
ogling a slick black-cape-and-
fang set in the Halloween aisle
at Wal-Mart to the hordes of
adults entrenched in vampire
role-playing games. There are
those who believe in psychic
vampires, individuals who
suck the life energy from
those around them; human
vampires, who claim they experience all the characteristics of
fictional vampires except immortality; even in supernatural
vampires who inhabit a netherworld also populated by ghosts.
But among those who believe themselves to truly be vampires
or take on a vampiric demeanor as a lifestyle, Halloween is still
largely a holiday where they can delight in the freedom to be
who they are; it’s is the only night when the rest of the world
looks like them.

Vandalism

Imagine yourself answering the door and getting hit with a
bag full of slimy, stinking muck from the bottom of the street
gutter? Or being trapped in your own house by some kids who
knotted a rope from your front door to your porch railing?
Toilet paper in the trees seems pretty tame by comparison. Yet
all these tricks date from a time when Halloween pranking was
considered safe and fun. Most people didn’t object to these
kinds of pranks; they tossed them off as mischief. Today they’d
make the papers under headlines such as “Vandals Caught in
Halloween Prank Gone Awry” or “Satanic Cult Linked to Cow
Theft.”

It’s true that pranks have become more destructive. And a real
shift has occurred between then and now, between a time when
adults tolerated a certain amount of pranking and now, when
angry seniors berate teens on radio talk shows. The change in
attitude has less to do with the holiday and more to do with
social tensions between classes, races and generations.
Halloween’s just the backdrop for the drama.

When everyone knew their neighbors, pranks got pulled on
the local grouch and people smiled guiltily to themselves. But
when Americans moved into crowded urban centers full of big
city problems like poverty, segregation and unemployment,
pranking took on a new edge. Vandals struck out against proper-
ty owners, adults, and authority in general: city kids setting
dumpsters on fire didn’t know who owned the property they
were torching. Tires were slashed without regard to whose car. It
wasn’t about pulling off a good practical joke any more; it was
about doing damage.

The war between kids and property on Halloween has been
fought pretty hard over the last twenty years. There are notori-
ous cities like Detroit, where in 1984, a record of 810 fires were
set during the three-day period around Halloween. Halloween
vandalism seemed to reach a peak in the late 1980s. The
Halloween “Mall Crawl” in Boulder, Colorado ended in drunken

fighting and property damage. There were a record number of
arrests in New York City for Halloween-related assaults, and
violence in the usually peaceful Castro district of San Francisco.
Curfews and community action came into being to fight back
against crime.

They scored some pretty dramatic wins. In 1994, Detroit
enlisted 35,000 residents to patrol the streets and keep watch
over abandoned properties and the number of fires reported that
Halloween were fewer than on an ordinary night. Neighborhood
Crime Watches and “Pumpkin Patrols” continue to crop up
across the country to help ensure that the little kids got home
safely and the bigger kids stayed out of trouble. And many cities
have started sponsoring concerts and dances for teens on
Halloween.

Arson, vandalism, and harassment are not a normal part of
Halloween mischief, but that doesn’t mean there’s no room left
for pranks. Pranks and vandalism are apples and oranges, and
learning the difference between them is part of growing up.

Traffic

The biggest Halloween danger is probably traffic. Former
Boston helicopter traffic reporter Judy Paparelli says the acci-
dents start first thing
in the morning—
it’s not just night
that’s a problem on
Halloween. Drunk
drivers are part of
it: the other parts
of the problem are
low visibility and
carelessness.

Experts warn that most
little kids aren’t ready to handle street-
crossing by themselves, and often overestimate how quickly
they can cross or rely too much on the “magical” power of a
crosswalk to protect them. The Centers for Disease Control
(together with the Division of Unintentional Injury Prevention
and the National Center for Injury Prevention and Control) com-
piled statistics of Halloween-related traffic deaths from 1975
through 1996 and found that: “overall, among children aged 5-
14 years, an average of four deaths occurred on Halloween dur-
ing these hours each year, compared with an average of one
death during these hours on every other day of the year.” 

Halloween sadists and Satanist psychos don’t hurt kids on
Halloween. Cars do. No devil-worshipping cult lies in wait for
us. But, yes, there are twisted pranksters and angry, unhealthy
people in the world. Sometimes Halloween safety restrictions
are really a smoke screen for intolerance, and sometimes
Halloween mischief masks serious social ills. The real
Halloween monsters are the same monsters we live with every
day: bad judgment, anger and small-mindedness. The challenge
is to battle these everyday threats and leave alone those tradi-
tions that strengthen communities and make childhood magical.

Contributed by Lesley Bannatyne
Excerpted from A Halloween How-To

2001, Pelican Publishers, ISBN 1-56554-774-8
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On Saturday, July 19, 2003, A

Screaming Success Productions will hold
their 6th Annual “Hands On” Haunted
Attraction Workshop, with advanced
workshop classes being offered on
Sunday, July 20. The workshop will be
held on the grounds of the Terrorfied
Forest in Pinckney, MI, just this side of
Hell (Michigan)! This year’s workshop is
packed full of creature features, with
something for everyone.

The cost for the July 19th workshop
(9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.) is $135 per person
with additional registrants from the same
group paying $100. There are six “hands
on” sessions planned with the emphasis
on learning by doing. Several sessions
will feature a “make and take” project.
Advanced workshop classes will be
offered on Sunday, July 20th. Fees range
from $65 to $85 per class and include
lunch, class materials, and instructor fee.
Start time will be 10:00 a.m. and all
classes will conclude by 4:00 p.m.

Check out hauntedworkshop.com for
more details or contact event coordinator,
Karen Murphy, metamurfis@aol.com.

HeartLight Halloween, a benefit party
to be held at Zoo Atlanta with proceeds
going to AIDS charity Jerusalem House,
will take place Saturday, October 18,
2003, from 8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. The
leadership of Jerusalem House, a loving
home for formerly homeless adults with
AIDS or HIV and their children, is plan-
ning a festive mix of music, dancing,
food, drinks, a live auction, a costume
contest, a haunted house, goblin grab
bags, and all sorts of fun surprises for
HeartLight that will benefit its program.
Tickets are $75 a person, available by
calling 404.527.7627 or for sale via
PayPal using Visa or MasterCard through
the “donate” section of the organization’s
Web site www.jerusalemhouse.org.
Tickets are $75 per person.

““HHAANNDDSS OONN””
HHAAUUNNTTEEDD AATTTTRRAACCTTIIOONN WWOORRKKSSHHOOPPSS

JJUULLYY 1199TTHH &&  2200TTHH --  SSEE  MMIICCHHIIGGAANN

AANNNNOOUUNNCCIINNGG TTHHEE SSEE  MMIICCHHIIGGAANN--BBAASSEEDD

JJUUSSTT HHEEAARRSSEE ‘‘NN  AARROOUUNNDD CCLLUUBB

IINNTTEERRNNAATTIIOONNAALL AASSSSOOCCIIAATTIIOONN OOFF HHAAUUNNTTEEDD
AATTTTRRAACCTTIIOONNSS ((IIAAHHAA))  RREEPPOORRTT

AATTLLAANNTTAA’’SS SSIIGGNNAATTUURREE

HHEEAARRTTLLIIGGHHTT HHAALLLLOOWWEEEENN EEVVEENNTT

BBEENNEEFFIITTSS FFOORRMMEERRLLYY HHOOMMEELLEESSSS WWIITTHH AAIIDDSS
AATT JJEERRUUSSAALLEEMM HHOOUUSSEE

SE Michigan hearse owners and fans
now have a club to call their own. The
Just Hearse N’ Around Club has been
founded by Frank Hedeen, long time
hearse owner and enthusiast. The club,
based out of Hell, Michigan, held its first
annual hearse ride to Hell on September
14, 2002. In all there were 13 hearses and
an ambulance in procession, as well as
several cars carrying local hearse enthusi-
asts.

Membership in the Just Hearse ‘N
Around Club is open to all hearse owners
and enthusiasts regardless of where you
live. If you’d like more information on
the club or if you’d like to join the club,
contact Frank Hedeen at mrhalloween
@msn.com, or (313) 779-4210.

Six years ago, a group of haunters
gathered during the Chicago Transworld
Halloween and Party Show and voted to
create an association for the haunted
attraction industry.

By an overwhelming majority, it was
decided that any and all that wanted to be
involved—actors, vendors, owners,
artists, operators, and home haunters—
were welcomed. The International
Association of Haunted Attractions
(IAHA) was built on a foundation broad
enough to include everyone.

Education and communication formed
the basis of IAHA’s mission statement.
Through the use of the Internet, newslet-
ters, membership-created publications,
seminars, and annual meetings at the
Transworld convention, that focus has
been achieved and maintained. A volun-
teer board provides continued guidance
while volunteer-staffed committees of
members and non-members work to
achieve goals set by IAHA’s members.

Each year has brought major accom-
plishments. The formation of an alliance
with Transworld provided IAHA with a
small financial base and Transworld with
an improved seminar structure. A haunt
safety manual, worth much more than the
cost of membership, was assembled and
given to members for free, and non-mem-
bers for a nominal price. The associa-
tion’s membership directory provided the
industry’s first comprehensive haunter
listing. And the flourishing Vendor
Discount Program that allows IAHA
members to purchase props, costumes,
seminar memberships, and more from
participating vendors provides yet anoth-
er wallet-friendly membership benefit.

Last year, for the first time in haunter
history, IAHA arranged for a “Behind the
Scenes” tour of Disney’s Haunted
Mansion. A significant benefit to our
membership. To this day, no other group,
organization etc has been fortunate
enough to see the infamous Mansion with
the white lights on, let alone touch the
rubber doors and view a crank ghost or
two.

IAHA’s most recent coup was achieved
just this past spring, when an agreement
was struck with the International
Association of Amusement Parks and
Attractions (IAAPA) that is geared
towards creating a stronger haunted
attraction presence at the IAAPA trade
show. The agreement includes the cre-
ation of a “haunted zone” on IAAPA’s
convention floor. Such a zone will not
only assist Halloween vendors in show-
ing off their wares (which, traditionally,
work better in a dark environment), but
will also draw attention to the fact that
there are indeed haunted attraction-orient-
ed booths at IAAPA.

➥ 13  
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With the increased popularity of
Halloween-themed events at major
amusement parks as well as the growing
presence of midway-style attractions
being brought in by dark attraction own-
ers to increase business during October,
this partnership between IAHA and
IAAPA is a win/win deal for vendors and
haunters. The regular haunt vendors will
be able to expand their client base signifi-
cantly by displaying their products and
services to a huge new market out there
among the smaller amusement parks and
family venues.

November’s IAAPA convention will be
an exciting, opportunity-filled event for
the haunted attraction industry. With this
agreement, IAHA is proving once again
that great things are possible with focus,
teamwork, and dedication through the
knowledge base of the haunting industry,
and significant educational value from
the experience we have gained over many
years of haunting.

Not only is education and communica-
tion established from trade show interac-
tions and IAHA sponsored seminars, but
it is also through other such mediums as
IAHA’s Annual Meeting, regional gather-
ings and other committee related activi-
ties throughout the year (i.e. BOCA
Meetings, Internet Meetings, Fundraising
opportunities, vendor demonstrations,
etc.).

IAHA hosts their Annual Membership
Meeting in Chicago. During this meeting,
members and guests are invited to share
their experiences learned throughout the
year. Members will benefit from special
guest speakers’ experiences, be advised
as to IAHA’s annual business happenings

and be entertained with Crazy Bob’s
silent and live auction. Our meeting is a
time for all haunters, vendors, actors, etc.
to be part of this vast array of knowledge
change. At this time, election of the
IAHA Board of Directors, appointment of
the Executive Committee and reassess-
ment of current Committee planning are
conducted. A Director agrees to adhere to
a mandate when accepting a Board of
Director term. Specifically, “Each
Director will chair a committee or, at a
minimum, be the head of a project during
their term on the IAHA Board of
Directors and should there not be any
activity for a three month period of time,
the Director/Chair will be asked to
stepped down.”

This years election results from the
Annual Meeting are as follows:

2003-4 IAHA Board of Directors

President: Liz Foral

Vice President: Jim Upchurch

Treasurer: Cliff Martin

Secretary: Karen Murphy

Randy Bates

Ed Gannon

Oliver Holler

Drew Hunter

David Schwend

Stuart Smith

Dave Treisch

Bob Turner

Randy Young

In addition to Chicago, IAHA held its
first annual IAHA social at the Las Vegas
Annual Halloween and Party Show on
April 28. Members had a wonderful
experience at “Terrors of the Unknown,”
an old fashioned Ghost Show at the
Denny and Lee Magic Studio Theater.
The “spooktacular” featured Dr. Grocki
(a.k.a. illusionist and Caesars Palace
Headliner Scott Alexander) and Mortimer
his student of macabre medical sciences,
and international touring magician Keith
Stickley. In attendance to share in this
nostalgia was Phillip Morris of Morris
Costumes, an old Ghost Show host him-
self who was given an award for his serv-
ice to the Haunting Industry.

In order to further represent our vendor
member base, IAHA has established a
Vendor Committee. Some of the responsi-

bilities of this committee are to research
the vendor queries and issues regarding
trade show concerns, arrange and discuss
the options available through the
Discount Vendor Program, lead the ven-
dor relationship with trade show person-
nel. and arrange for vendor participation
at seminar sessions and gatherings.

IAHA is the association specific to the
haunted industry. We look for strong
input from membership as to what they
feel the association should be doing to
make the haunt industry grow. IAHA
exists to assist and advance the haunted
attraction industry through communica-
tion, education and information. It is a
volunteer organization and needs member
support and participation to help form the
successful future of the haunting industry.

Thank you to the IAHA members for
their continued support, providing the
strength, the experience and the voice to
“Scream as One.”

Contributed by Liz Foral, IAHA President

Boo BizBoo Biz
Continued from page 12
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Laslow Lowenstein, later to become Peter Lorre, was born on
June 26, 1904 in the Carpathian Mountains of Hungary. He was
the oldest of four boys, one of whom was killed during WWII.
The others migrated, one to Australia and the second to the
United States.

Both Bela Lugosi and peter Lorre were born in Hungary and
there were other similarities as well. Both wanted to be actors, a
career generally looked down upon by the public. They both
worked on the stage before going into the movies, both became
famous as horror stars, and both had drug problems and died
unhappily and in despair.

Lorre, who picked English up quickly, was able to play more
versatile roles than
Lugosi. In fact,
according to an article
on film that appeared
in the 1940s, the
writer emphatically
stated that Lorre had a
higher IQ than the
majority of his peers.

During his early years Lorre worked as a bank clerk and also
studied psychology under both Freud and Adler. He first
appeared on the stage in Zurich, Switzerland, and his show busi-
ness career was born. He did a few supporting roles in German
movies but was virtually unknown when he was chosen by Fritz
Lang to play the psychopathic child murder in M, the role that
made him internationally famous.

Unfortunately the timing in Germany was off for the 5’ 3”
half-Jewish actor who, in 1935, felt he had no choice but to flee
the Nazi’s. He went first to Austria, then France, eventually
landing in England. Despite not being fluent in English, he was
signed by Alfred Hitchcock to play in the 1934 version of The
Man Who Knew Too Much.

With high hopes, in 1935 Lorre went to Hollywood and was
soon cast as a love-crazed surgeon in Karl Freund’s Mad Love, a
remake of The Hands of Orlac. (Note: The original production
in 1925 starred Conrad Veidt). Mad Love was followed by Von
Sternberg’s Crime and Punishment in which Lorre delivered a
memorable performance as Raskalnakov.

Originally slated to play in the 1936 Hunchback of Notre
Dame, Lorre went to work instead in Secret Agent, then joined
up with Hitchcock again for Mr. Moto (1939).

In 1940, Lugosi, Karloff and Lorre appeared for the first time

together in a minor RKO production entitled You’ll Find Out, a
real was of time considering the combined talents of the three
actors. The movie marked, in fact, the beginning of the end for
Lugosi and the emergence of Karloff as king of Horror. Lorre,
considered by many to be the most talented of the three, contin-
ued on an upward path appearing in numerous critically-
acclaimed and diverse roles which included Casablanca and
John Huston’s Maltese Falcon. Lorre, Bogart, Huston and
Sydney Greenstreet became close friends during the making
Falcon and were affectionately known as “The Unholy Four of
Warner Brothers.” This was long before the notorious Rat Pack
and was, according to one film historian, a far more intelligent
group.

In 1944 Lorre
repeated his Broadway
role in the successful
movie version of
Arsenic and Old Lace,
which was notable for
many things including
the fact that Raymond
Massey was made up

to look almost exactly like Boris Karloff. 

Cartoon fans might like to know that through the years,
beginning in 1933, there had been a number of animated
Frankenstein shorts. In Hair Raising Hare in 1945, directed by
Chuck Jones, Bugs Bunny fought a shaggy monster created by a
mad scientist inspired by Lorre. For the record, other
Frankenstein animations included Porky’s Movie Mystery,
Sniffles and the Bogus Bogum, and The Great Piggybank
Mystery, in which the Frankenstein monster was called “Neon
Noodle.”

In 1954 Lorre and Robert Morley played comic crooks in
Beat the Devil, which was a twist on the theme of Maltese
Falcon. Lorre enjoyed working on the film and, although his
standard salary was $50,000, he accepted $15,000 plus first
class living expenses. His character, O’Hara, had the most mem-
orable lines in the film: “Time, time, what is it? The Swiss man-
ufacture it, the French hard it, Italians want it, Americans say
it’s money, Hindus say it does not exist. You know what I say? I
say time is a crook.” Working for less money also happened to
Board in Caine Mutiny. He was so determined to play the role
of Captain Queeg that he told a friend he might have done it for
nothing. Later, when Lorre was down and out, Bogart often

PETER LORRE

AKA “THE WALKING OVERCOAT”

“Time, time, what is it? The Swiss manufacture it, the

French hard it, Italians want it, Americans say it’s money,

Hindus say it does not exist. You know what I say? 

I say time is a crook.”

—Peter Lorre as O’Hara in Beat the Devil, 1954
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slipped money to his old pal who was into drugs and medica-
tions for his ill health.

In 1946 Lorre gave a superb performance in The Beast with
Five Fingers but was sadly miscast in 20,000 Leagues Under
the Sea.

In 1951 he became curious as to the state of post-war
Germany and returned to his native country where he proceeded
to write, direct, co-produce and star in a film called The Lost
One. His role as a Nazi scientist who became a homicidal mani-
ac proved to be unsettling and he fell mysteriously ill. This
strange malady led to a nearly 100 pound weight gain accompa-
nied by deep depression.

The ever cautious and wise Karloff worked throughout the
50s. In 1963 he, Vincent Price and Peter Lorre played together
in Roger Corman’s The Raven, a humorous satire of Poe’s
famous tale. Karloff and Lorre subsequently appeared on TV’s
“Route 66” with Lon Chaney, Jr., but the show was dull and
boring and only worth watching because of the three actors.
Behind the scenes the stars held a secret meeting at Chicago’s
O’Hare Inn to discuss whether or not old time monsters still had
the power to frighten modern audiences. Most would say it real-
ly didn’t matter; for it would have been a thrill to see the three
old timers together under any circumstances.

Peter Lorre was certainly one of a kind. Reporter Harry Lord
wrote that Alfred Hitchcock was extremely fond of the little fel-
low and teased him unmercifully about the long coat he wore to
work. It was so long it came down over his shoes and to “Hitch”
he was always known as “The Walking Overcoat.” In another
article, Lord said of Lorre: “There is, underneath all that odd-
ness and strangeness and the horror of him, the naïve childlike
quality of a little boy who wants desperately to have you like
him. He is Lon Chaney’s successor, but goes him one better.
Where Chaney only put his characters on outside, Lorre puts
them on inside. That’s why he convinces us he is Japanese in the
Mr. Moto series, a curly-headed Mexican bandit in Secret Agent.
That’s why he made your skin creep and your innards turn flip-
flop as a Russian killer in Crime and Punishment. As cold-
blooded murderers and scientists, and numerous other bad guys,
Peter Lorre is a man with a talent for amusing people. 

Ed Naha says in Horrors from Screen to Scream, “Lorre
packed more power into his small frame in one performance
than most actors could hope to achieve in a lifetime.” 

Perhaps one of the most satisfying accolades Peter Lorre ever
received was when Charlie Chaplain said of him: “Peter Lorre is
the greatest actor alive today!” Coming from Chaplin, a legend
in his own time, that may well have been the highest compli-
ment of all.

Lorre died of a heart attack after completing The Patsy in
1964. 

An interesting side note. . . Peter Lorre’s photograph saved
his daughter from being murdered. A few years ago one of the
Hillside Stranglers spotted her as their next victim. While look-
ing through her wallet, he saw a photo of Lorre and asked her
why it was there. She said it was her late father. The guy let her
go.

Contributed by Dr. Jeanne Keyes Youngson

The Classic Dracula Tour
and 

Halloween in Transylvania

(Ocober 26, 2003 – November 2, 2003)

A Grade 1 Society-tour

Official tourist agency of the Transylvania Society of Dracula

The Transylvanian Society of Dracula runs
its programs solely with its own tourism

agency, the Company of Mysterious Journeys
(licensed tour-operator): tel/fax:

0040/21.679.28.82 E-mail: cdt@art.ro

For details, contact
Company of Mysterious Journeys
1,2 Av. Darian St. Bloc 23 Sc. A Apart. 10

Romania Bucharest
Tel/fax: (40)21.679.2881

E-mail: cdt@art.ro; std@xnet.ro

Land price: 
- 1 free seat for every 15 - 25 bookings:
Euro 589 (sharing a double room)
Euro 685 (single room)
- for groups up to 10 pers:
Euro 655 (sharing a double room)
Euro 749 (single room)

The price includes the cost of the "Classic" tour, of the
pageant and of the Halloween party.

The land price covers: transfers upon arrival/depar-
ture; transport by a/c deluxe bus; accommodation;
half-board; guide service; shows – as mentioned in the
programme; museums.
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or screw these boards onto the ply-
wood frame from the inside to
avoid screw or nail holes, then
once all of the boards are mounted
measure the distance between the
4" (top) and 6" (base) pine boards
against the sides of the coffin’s
frame. They should all be 5" high
but I recommend double-checking
before cutting. Next take one 8’
strip of 4" pine and cut a 15-degree
angle down the entire edge. Cut the
strip as close to the edge as possi-
ble to cut down on waste. Next
you’ll need to cut 12 pieces at 5"
(or whatever your coffin requires).

Mount each of these centerboards in between the top and base
in the same way as above.

Once all the base and top boards aremounted, router the
inside edges with the bit of your choice. Make sure you set the
router depth deep enough to give a nice edge, but not too deep
that it hits the plywood. You may wish to apply stain now, or
you can wait till the rest of the molding is applied.

To build the lid,
take the piece of
3/4” plywood you
cut at the same
time as the base,
and router the
edges. Next, take
the crown molding
and mount the flat
edge of the mold-
ing to the inside of
the plywood (see
figure to the right).
When purchasing crown molding make sure you purchase a
design that has at least a 3/4” - 1.5” flat surface so you can nail
it to the lid. Nail in the crown molding through the bottom of
the molding into the plywood and work your way around the
coffin until you’re done. 

Your coffin should be coming along nicely. Next step will be
applying the crown molding to the bottom of the coffin. Start
with one side and work your way around the coffin cutting each
piece at the same 15o angle. 

Once you’ve glued and nailed the molding to the lid and the

BBOO OO-- IITT--YYOO UU RR SSELELFF
TTIPSIPS FFOO RR TTHEHE HHAAUUNNTTEEDD HHAANNDDYYMMAANN

FFULULLL CCOOFFINFFIN

BBYY BBRREE NNTT RROSOSSS ,,
DDEEVIOVIO UUSS CCOONNCCOO CCTT IOIONN SS

For many die-hard Halloween fans, building props is an exciting
and rewarding venture. To that end we offer this installment of “Boo-
It-Yourself.” With proper guidance, a bit of time, and a little patience
you’ll be able to build props with ease, confidence, and pride.

And what better prop to add a touch of realism to your Halloween
party or haunt than a full coffin. Brent Ross of Devious Concoctions
contributes this project from his book “The DC Prop Builder’s
Handbook.” With the hot days of summer upon us, now’s an ideal time
to take on this challenging project. Good luck! 

Coffin Design ©Devious Concoctions

This coffin will be built using no internal supports or braces.
To make it easy, I suggest using a pneumatic nail gun. If you
don’t own one, rent one.

Cut out 2 of the templates shown at the end of these instruc-
tions out of the 3/4” plywood. 

Cut one of the 3/8” plywood sheets into 8’ long 14” strips,
then cut the 14” strips into the following sizes: (cut each piece
independently using a 10-15o angle on all angled edges) 2 @
22” X 14”, 2 @ 64” X 14”, 1 @ 14” X 14”, and 1 @ 17” X
14”. 

Once the base and sides are cutout, begin dry fitting the pan-
els together. Once dry fitted to ensure a correct fit you can start
construction. Use a generous amount of Elmer’s External wood
glue around all edges to be nailed together then nail all the sec-
tions to the base panel and connecting panel. After all sections
are nailed to the base, flip the whole thing over and proceed to
nail the tops of the panels together as well as through the base
into the sides. 

When that part is done, I recommend sealing all joints with
wood glue and let the coffin dry overnight. While it is drying
take your dark walnut stain and apply to all surfaces that will
not be covered by the pine boards (where the handles will be). 

When the glue and stain are dry, start applying the pine board
trim to the walls. Use the 6" board around the base and the 4"
around the top. Once again use 15o angles on all the joints. Nail

What you will need: 
2 Sheets of 3/8” plywood 
1 Sheet of 3/4” plywood 
20’ base board molding 
14’ crown molding 
6 8’ 3/4” thick pine boards 

(3 4” wide & 3 6” wide) 
4 hinges 
6 coffin handles from ABCO
Platers Part #19 (273-81) 
2 quarts of wood stain 
(I used one dark walnut and one
golden oak) 
Satin or similar fabric 
Poly-fil or pillow stuffing 
Upholstery tacks
12” pneumatic cylinder
Elmer’s External wood glue 
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Your coffin should be just about done and hopefully you’re
very excited about your new prop. All that’s left is re-mounting
the lid back to the coffin, the clevis to the mounting bracket,
and the handles to the outside. The handles from ABCO Platers
(215.634.6983) are really nice and extremely easy to use.
ABCO will give you specific instructions (upon request) when
you order their handles. They also have different plating options
for handles and can suggest the best color for your coffin. 

The last thing
to do is run the air
line to the pneu-
matic cylinder and
adjust the flow
controls to have
the lid open and
close at the rate of
your choice. Be

careful with pneumatics especially in this project if you are
using this prop near people. Fingers, arms, legs, and heads can
be easily pinched in between two very strong pieces of wood.

glue is dry you’re
ready to mount the
lid to the coffin.
Mount the 2 hinges
to the 54” side of
your choice
(depending on

which way you want the coffin to open). Once the lid is mount-
ed you can begin staining the entire project, going right over the
dark walnut. The lighter coat of stain will seal the first coat and
fill in some of the small gaps between the pine and plywood.

When the stain is dry mount, the pneumatic cylinder to the
inside vertical wall of the
base of the coffin. Mount
the cylinder so that it will
swivel on its base; the
placement will determine
how far it opens. If the
placement is incorrect it
will break the cylinder
away from the wood and
take a nice chunk of wood
along with it. So, I won’t
tell you the exact mounting
location due to the differences in the different manufacturers of
cylinders. Mount the clevis at the center of the lid at the toe-end
of the coffin (see figure above). Mount the clevis with a very
strong brace. I suggest building your own with a 6” piece of 1”
metal that’s bent at 4.5” and mounted with 3 or 4 thick wood
screws.

In order to have the cylinder hidden you may wish to build a
housing over the cylinder. The housing will hide the cylinder
and allow you to hide plugs or anything else you may need to
conceal in the coffin interior. To make the cover, cut a piece of
wood that will fit into the end of the coffin a couple of inches
away from the cylinder. Mount another piece to the lip and cut
a hole for the cylinder rod. 

When the pneumatic cylinder is mounted and the stain com-
pletely dry you are ready to upholster the inside. I suggest
removing the lid (keep the hinges screwed to the lid) and the
clevis to get better access to the inside. Once you’re ready to
upholster the coffin, cut the fabric so it’s about 8 inches larger
(4” on each edge) than the area you are working on. Staple the
fabric to the edge with the
fabric lying over the sides of
the coffin (covering the han-
dles). Add poly-fill to the
inside of the wood and cover
it with the flap of fabric and
staple it to the bottom wall
of the coffins interior. Do
this to each side, bottom and
lid of the coffin. Once
you’re happy with the way it
looks, add upholstery tacks.
This is a must to get that
thick padded look. 

Disclaimer: This prop has
not been tested for any safe-
ty standards or regulations.
Although the prop was built
with safety in mind, use
extreme caution when build-
ing or displaying the prop.
HallowZeen and Brent Ross,
author of these instructions,
assume no responsibility for
personal or property dam-
age and cannot be held
responsible for the loss of
fingers, limbs, or bladder
control from the use of these
props. 

Safety tip: When using
pneumatics, always start
with low air pressure and
flow controls open to a min-
imum. Increase the air pres-
sure until you achieve the
desired effect. Always dis-
connect the air when work-
ing on or with one of these
props. You never know
when the solenoid may fire
and it’s not going to stop
for your face or body parts.

Questions? Contact Brent
Ross at brent@devious con-
coctions.com or visit devi-
ousconcoctions.com.. The
“DC Prop Builder’s
Handbook” is available for
$30 (includes S&H) from
DC Design Studio, 519
Rosemont Avenue, Suite B,
Mountain View, CA 94041. 

Pictured below, cut out two of these
for the lid and base of the coffin. 
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Sponsored by Global Halloween Alliance
1228 Dewey Avenue • Evanston, IL 60202-1123 • Phone 847.328.3605 • Fax 847.328.7841 • www.halloweenalliance.com

Halloween Postal Stamp Campaign
To get a postal stamp issued from the United States Postal Service (USPS) we need to start by writing a letter to the committee that

reviews requests. 

Here’s what you can do:

• photocopy the letter below;

• distribute copies to anyone who loves Halloween and ask them to print their name & address and sign the letter;

• individuals may send their letter directly to the Advisory Committee or you may collect the completed letters and send them 

as a group;

• if you would like this letter in a petition format that allows many people to sign, just contact our office at 847.328.3605 (CST) and

we’ll forward one to you or you may download a petition in a pdf format at our website, www.halloweenalliance.com.

While there’s no guarantee the Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee will approve our request, this is the first, and very important, step

in the process. We need to be patient as the Committee receives 40,000 stamp proposals annually—even more reason why a collective

effort is needed!

Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee
United States Postal Service
475 L’Enfant Plaza SW Room 4474E
Washington, D. C. 20260-2437

Greetings!
I am writing to suggest the U. S. Postal Service issue a Halloween Commemorative Stamp. There are many good
reasons why Halloween deserves its own postal stamp.

• Halloween is an American tradition spanning over 150 years. Since being introduced in the 1840s by Irish and
Scottish immigrants, Americans have embraced the celebration of Halloween as both a private and a community
event.

• Halloween is the second most popular holiday in America. It is celebrated by millions of Americans each year and is
increasing in popularity.

• Halloween is one holiday all Americans can celebrate regardless of age, race, religion, or ethnicity.
• No Halloween stamp exists in America. Close in concept, the Universal Monster Stamps released in 

October 1997 were extremely popular though not specific to Halloween. In contrast, three countries have paid
homage to Halloween with commemorative stamps—Canada, Great Britain and Ireland. We need one too!

Thank you for considering my request. 

Happy Halloween! 

Name

Signature

Address

City/State/Zip

Date

Halloween Postal Stamp Campaign
Celebrate Halloween—The Great American Play Day!
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HalloHallowewe en Ghoul-ren Ghoul-ree eting Cardseting Cards ©©

Available Exclusively from Global Halloween Alliance
To order contact us at info@halloweenalliance.com or

phone 847.328.3605 (CST). 
PayPal1 welcome!

Featuring the illustrations of John Pearson, these cards are simply eerie-sistible!

$1/card
$10/12 cards
Shipping extra

Quantities are limited

Haunted House Witch Brewing Cauldron Trick-or-treat Nightmare

Poker Night at CemeteryScary Costumes

Witches Pulling Clouds
Images © John Pearson, 2001
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Discover the possibilitiesExplore the fantasy

Here fans will find an amazing variety of articles on Halloween. 
Each issue is packed with interesting articles including celebrity profiles,

collectibles, community celebrations, decorating and party ideas, how-to
projects, and personal stories.

All 16 issues are available to purchase online. For the serious Halloween
fan, order the Deluxe Halloween Gift Pack which includes all 16 issues for

one low price. With the final issue of Happy Halloween Magazine
(Volume 5, Issue 2/3) being printed in Autumn 2002, this publication is

destined to be a collector's item. Don't wait... order now!

HAPPY HALLOWEEN MAGAZINE IS A HALLOWEEN LOVERS DREAM COME TRUE!

Available Exclusively from Global Halloween Alliance
Order online at www.halloweenalliance.com


